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1. Introduction
With the fast growth of location awareness devices and sensors (e.g., GPS, mobile
phones and RFID tags) as well as location-based social networks (e.g., Foursquare,
Jiepang), large-scale movement data (or trajectories) have become available to
GIScience community and related domains. Researchers have developed amount of
theories, models and techniques for movement pattern analysis (MPA) and applied in
many interdisciplinary/multidisciplinary studies, including but not limited to
investigating human mobility (González et al. 2008, Song et al. 2010, Kang et al.
2012), travel behaviour and traffic flow estimation (Gao et al. 2013, Liu et al. 2013),
animal interactions (Miller 2012), and hurricane trajectory similarity (Dodge et al.
2012). The movement trajectories can be generalized as a series of spatiotemporal
points with diverse contexts. As trajectory data often share common structures and
semantics, such as location fix, order, timestamp, segment, direction, speed and so on
(Hu et al. 2013), a number of generic analysis methods reoccur in the trajectory data
processing across different domains. However, these generic analysis modules and
methods are still isolated from GIS integration perspective, although there is a large
group of researchers using R package (Kranstauber and Safi 2014) or ArcMET1 for
movement patterns in animal ecology. Previous trajectory studies primarily focused on
space-time integration and visualization but little on generic functionality. We still lack
tools supporting trajectory analyses (Goodchild 2013).
Thus, the motivation of this research is to take a first-step towards creating an
integrated trajectory analysis framework and tools which can be plugged in a widely
used GIS platform to better support the processing and spatial analysis of trajectory
data. A theoretical question is how to match trajectory data to corresponding
functionality. We present a conceptual framework for linking the data structure
to the analyses and supporting better human-computer interaction.

2. Trajectory Analysis Framework (TrajAnalyst)
2.1 Key Parameters for Trajectory Analysis Functionality
As discussed in the work by Dodge et al. (2008), the development of effective
trajectory data mining algorithms and visualization methods need accurate
formalization of the trajectory properties. A trajectory usually comprises a series of
location points ordered by timestamp or rank, associated with various parameters and
contextual attributes in different domains. Based on a literature survey (Table 1), it is
clearly found that most trajectory analysis modules rely on three core parameters:
spatial location (L), timestamp (T), and sequential order (O). We also can calculate the
derived parameters such as distance, time duration, and speed from the primary
parameters: spatial location and timestamp. Note that not all of these parameters are
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always necessary for MPA functionalities. It would be valuable to help trajectory data
analysts to find what modules and functions are available after setting the parameters.
A research on matching the trajectory data to certain types of analytical functions and
thus triggering specified analysis modules in GIS environment needs to be
investigated.
Table 1 Selected trajectory analysis modules and required parameters. (Note that not all
of the trajectory analysis modules are listed here because of the space limits.)
Analysis Module/Function
Radius of gyration
Entropy
Lock-step measures
Fréchet distance
Common paths
Hausdorff distance
Coefficient of sociality
Path correlation coefficient
Flock and convoy identification

Parameters
<L>
< L, T>
< L, T, O>
< L, T, O>
< L, T, O>
< L, O>
< L, T>
< L, O>
<L>

Spatio-temporal edit distance

< L, T, O>

Pattern
mobility
mobility
similarity
similarity
similarity
similarity
dynamic interaction
similarity
individual and group
dynamics
similarity

Reference
González et al. 2008
Song et al. 2010
Ranacher and Tzavella
2014
Miller 2012
Long and Nelson 2013
Yuan and Raubal 2014

2.2 A Conceptual Design of TrajAnalyst
We design a conceptual framework to match the fitting analytic modules for specified
trajectory data inputs. In this framework (see Figure 1), the core component
TrajAnalyst has the capability to guide the user to specify whether the input trajectory
data contains one field or more fields of the primary parameters <L, T, O> for any
moving object (e.g., vehicle, pedestrian, animal). Then, it can return corresponding
MPA functionality candidates that fit the data input. For instance, if the data input only
has the location fields (latitude/longitude) or the user doesn’t specify other fields, only
single variable <L> supporting modules such as radius of gyration, flock and convoy
identification etc. should be populated in the analysis toolbox. In addition to the
location, if the data contains another field of timestamp <L, T> or sequential order <L,
O>, both single variable and bivariate modules including entropy, hausdorff distance
etc. could be added in the triggered function list. Similarly, if the user has specified all
three primary fields <L, T, O>, several trajectory segment/path analysis modules
which need spatio-temporal footprints and orders can be added. Also, the mechanism
supports triggering other modules which need both primary and derived parameters
(e.g., speed, time cost).
The goal of this conceptual framework is to guide the technical implementations of
various MPA functions and modules across domains, and to support better humancomputer interaction, i.e., let the user know what analysis functions could be executed
when a user load a trajectory dataset in GIS environment.
Functionality

Moving Object (MO)
MO1<L1,t1>
MO2<L1,t1>
MO2<L2,t2>
MO2<L3,t3>

GIS Environment

Triple

MO1<L2,t2>
MO1<L3,t3>

TrajAnalyst

MO2<L4,t4>

Bivariate
Single
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Figure 1. A conceptual framework of matching movement data to trajectory analysis
modules and functionalities.

3. Prototype Development
We have been developing a Trajectory Analyst Toolbox as a plugin in desktop-ArcGIS
to support trajectory-based geoprocessing using Python scripts. The benefits of adding
the TrajAnalyst module on the mainstream GIS platform have three folds. First, it
helps handle large-scale trajectory data with the efficient loading and geovisualization
capabilities. Second, it is valuable to make use of existing spatial analysis functions
(e.g., clip, spatial join) for data filtering and preprocessing. The flexible built-in
architecture also supports researchers to customize their own functions and modules
based on domain knowledge, especially for MPA. Last but not least, users can share
and reuse the TrajAnalyst modules through Web services using ArcPy.
Figure 2 is a screenshot about the GIS plugin. After loading in a trajectory data
(e.g., taxi GPS tracks), the user can specify the parameter fields for analysis in the
graphical user interface (GUI). Then, the TrajAnalyst-control will evaluate the
inputting parameters and return a key-pair (0:None, 1:<L>, 2:<L, T>, 3:<L, O>, 4:<L,
T, O>) for triggering the corresponding group of MPA functions and modules.

Figure 2. A screenshot of a TrajAnalyst toolbox developed in ArcGIS.
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4. Conclusion
In this research, we present a conceptual framework of matching data to generic
trajectory analysis modules based on the combination of MPA primary parameters <L,
T, O>. A prototype was developed as a plugin for a mainstream GIS platform. This
analytical framework is supposed to be applied not only in GIScience but also in more
broad disciplines such as social science and health studies. In future work, additional
modules and functions from multi-domains (e.g., computational geometry) for generic
trajectory data analysis could be integrated by applying this conceptual framework. In
addition, given the complexity of selecting suitable spatial analysis tasks, the
semantics of trajectory data analysis in different contexts need to be addressed as well,
such as individual-based or group-based tasks.
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